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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the present study is to examine the 

neural representation of simple visual stimuli. An un

derstanding of how visual information is represented in 

the nervous system would help in explaining the mechanisms 

of some of the perceptual phenomena which depend on vis

ual input. 

Most modern theories of pattern recognition 

postulate stimulus analyzing mechanisms which detect 

specific features in the visual array. These analyzers 

extract inf·ormation about size, contrast, movement, and 

position of simple contours. The outputs of the analyz

ers may be successively combined, forming a hierarchical 

process in which the outputs of one level of analyzers 

converge on the analyzers of the next level. Higher le

vel an.al yzers would represent more complex pat terns. Pre-

. sumably the types of analyzers are limited, but the ways 

in which they can be interconnected are not (Sutherland, 

1968; Norman, 1969; Wickelgren, 1969). 

Clearly the neural make-up of these analyzers 

is most important, It defines the features abstracted 

and thus describes the visual world to the brain: the 

brain does not see the world as it is, but as it is re-
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presented by the neural input. 

Current explanation~ of the neural bases of pat

tern recognition (Sutherland, 1968; Thompson, 1969; and 

Wickelgr en, 1969) rely heavily on the work of Lettvin, 

Maturana, Pitts & McCulloch (1961) and Hubel and Wiosel 

(1959, 1962, 1965). These works emphasize the very spe

cific stimulus preferences of individual neuron s . More

over, preferr ed stimuli may be highly organized percep

tual units. There are neurons in the optic tectum of 

the frog which respond selectively to small, black, 

moving objects {Lettvin, et al, 1961). The stimulus re

quirements of these neurons fit very well the descrip

tion of a common fly cruising pas t the nose of a frog 

at a distance of about ten inches. These neurons have 

(appropri a tely ?) been called bug detectors and assigned 

the majot function of providing the frog's brain with the 

information that there is a morsel of food within strik

ing dist ance. Thus the activity of an individual neuron 

might indicate when a member of a particular class of 

stimuli is present in the environment. These neurons not 

only satisfy many of the requirements of a pattern re

cognition mechanism but, further, seem to perform the 

actual pattern recognition function itself. 

The cat, more versatile than the frog, can mak e 

a large variety of very fine discriminations and has a 

sophisticated general purpose visual system. In the 
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primary visual cortex (area 17 of Talbot & Marshall) of 

the cat a neuron will respond to a straight line or edge 

having a particular orientation and movement at a partic

ular position in the visual field. Hubal and Wiesel 

(1965) suggest that such neurons are the basic elements 

of the pattern recognition system. Higher in the nervous 

system (areas 18 and 19) a neuron res ponds only to a fig

ure compo sed of two line segments having certain orienta

tions and specific movement and position (Hubal and Wie

sel, 1965). The numerous projections of the neurons in 

area 17 suggest that a given neuron might be involved in 

the representation of several different complex stimuli, 

each of which contains the basic feature to which it re

sponds selectively. 

The findings of Lettvin and his colleagues and 

Hubal and Wiesel have been interpreted as supporting a 

strictly anatomical basis of pattern recognition (Hubal 

and Wiesel, 1965; Sutherland, 1968; Thompson, 1969; and 

Wickelgren, 1969). Such "place 11 theories imply that 

stimulus identification corresponds in a one-to-one way 

with locus of activity. Both Thompson and Wickelgren 

claim that even very complex stimuli and concepts are 

represented by individual neurons. Thompson (1969) has 

found neurons which respond to the seventh stimulus in a 

repeated series of stimuli regardless of whether the 

stimulus is visual or auditory and over a wide range of 
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inter-stimulus intervals. He suggests that these neurons 

code the abstract ~ncept of the number seven and other 

neurons might represent general classes of objects such . 

as dogs or automobiles. 

In a_recognition system based solely on locus of 

activity, or so-called detector neurons, the acuity of 

the neural system depends on the acuity of the detectors. 

Thus, those afferent connections which determine the or

ientation preference of a cortical neuron also determine 

the orientation range over which the neuron will respond. 

If only locus of activity is considered, as is done in a 

place theory, then a given neur9n represents not simply 

its preferred orientation, but all those orientations 

to which it responds. Campbell, et al (1968) find that 

neurons in the eat's cortex re~pond over a range of ~ 

least thirty degrees orientation. Such neurons would 

hardly account for fine discriminations. Humans can dis

criminate orientation changes of three degrees (Andrews,_ 

1969) and rabbits can discriminate changes of about ten 

degrees (Van Hof & Wiersma, 1967). It seems likely that 

the eat's ability to discriminate orientation changes 

would fall somewhere in between these values. 

The notion that pattern recognition is based on 

some type of f eature analysis is supported by several 

kinds of behavioral evidence: backward masking, cross

adaptation, stabilized images and after images ( see re-
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view by Weisstein, 1969). In feature analysis, complex 

stimuli are broken down by the nervous system into a num

ber of basic stimulus elements c The analyzers are cells 

in the brain which respond only to certain features of 

visual stimuli but not to others . Using human observers 

Gilinsky & Doherty (1969) found that a masking stimulus 
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was most effective when presented at the same orientation 

and retinal locus as the test stimulus and progressively 

less effective as the orientation difference between the 

masking and test stimulus increased. Th e masking effect 

reached zero when the orientation difference was 45 de

grees. Gilinsky and Doherty suggest that the effect is 

mediated by neurons which are sensitive to the orientation 

of contours similar·· to the neurons found by Hubal and Wie

sel in the cat cortex. 

A stabilized retinal image of a simple line dis

appea rs and reappears completely as a unit while tho lines 

comprising a more complex figure dis appear and reappear 

independently of each other (Pritchard, Heron and Hebb, 

1960). 11 Each separate element of the more complex figure, 

however, disappears and regenerates as a unit 11 (Hecken

mueller, 1965). These findings are consistent with the 

notio n that there are independent feature analyzers to 

represent basic stimulus elements. 



The present study inveEtigates the preferential 

response of neurons in t~e eat's visual cortex to partic

ular stimuli. Th e activity of these neurons is influen

ced differentially by several different aspects of a vis

ual stimulus such as orientation (Hubal & Wiesel, 1959, 

19a2), position (Hub al & Wiesel, 1959; Burns, Heron & 

Pritchard, 1962), intensity (Jung , 1961), and movement 

(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). 

6 

for those aspects of the stimulus (dimen sions ) 

which have been studied systematically, regular relation

ships have been found between different values of a dimen

sion and the average number of ~pikes elicited from a neur

on. for most dimensions of the stimulus, the relation~ 

ship is an inverted U functio~. for example, a given neur

on will respond most strongly to a stimulus at a particu

lar position in the visual field. At positions progress

ively further away fr om this position weaker and weaker 

responses are evoked (Hub el & Wiesel, 1959; Burns, Heron 

& Pritchard, 1962). Simil arly an orientation of the 

stimulus can be found which elicits the strongest response 

and progressively weaker responses are obtained when the 

stimulus is rotated away from this orientation (Hubal & 

Wiesel, 1959; Campbell , Clelland, Cooper & Enroth-Cug-

ell, 1968). The stimuli which evoke maximal responses are 

straight edges, lines or simple combinations of these 



(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). A simple light-dark edge is the 

most basic. Apparently the stimulus preferences of indi

vidual neurons are sufficiently distributed so that there 

are neurons for every orientation at all positions in the 

visual field (Hubal and llJiesel, 1962; Burns, et al, 1962). 

The ' point of interest about stimulus dimensions having an 

inverted U relationship to firing rate is that different 

cells respond maximally to different values on these di

mensions i.e. cells do not all prefer the same stimulus 

value. 

The relationship between stimulus intensity and 

response of a single neuron seems to be quite different 

from an inverted U function. Both the total level of 

illumination and the relative intensity (contrast) may 

effect the activity of a cell. Using diffuse flashe :·s of 

light Jung (1961) found that one group of neurons (pre

sumed to be cortical neurons) respond most strongly to 

the brightest flash, dimmer flashes yielding weaker re

sponses; the activity varying approximately with the log

arithm of stimulus intensity. Baumgartner and Hakas (19-

62) report similar results using patterned light (see 

Jung, 1961). But Hubal (1960) argues that cortical neur

ons respond weakly, if at all, to diffuse light flashes 

and that those neurons recorded from the cortex which do 

give a response to diffuse flashes are geniculate cells 

whose axons terminate in the cortex. Spinnelli and Bar-
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rett (1969) claim that cortical neurons are relatively un

affected by changes in the total level of illumination of 

a patterned stimulus. Despite these different findings it 

is clear that the mutually antagonistic regions of their 

receptive fieldE make cortical units especially sensitive 

to relative intensity in different parts of their fields 

(Hubal, 1963). If the response of a cortical unit is 
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based on a summation of the effects from excitatory and 

inhibitory regions and within each region intensity has a 

monotonic effect i.e. increasing the intensity of the light 

falling on an excitatory region increases the response and 

increasing the intensity of the light falling an an Inhi

bitory region decreases the response (Hubal and Wiesel, 

1959; Po~gio, et al, 1970), then the highest contrast 

should produce the strongest response. 

The intensity-frequency principle, demonstrated 

for a great variety of sensory nerves, states that the 

rate of firing of a fiber will increase with the stimulus 

intensity up to a limit imposed by the refractory period 

(Adrian, 1928). If the principle holds for cortical 

neurons, they would all prefer high intensity stimuli. 

There is little data on this issue, but what there is 

suggests that cortical cells are either unaffected by in

tensity or increase firing rate with intensity. There is 

no evidence of neurons which respond maximally to stimuli 

at various intermediate contrasts or illumination - those 



most often encountered in normal surroundings. This is 

markedly different from stimulus orientation which is re~ 

presented by various neurons prElferring different orien-

tations. 

The effects of changing orientation and intensity 

might be seen in a single neuron. We would like to know 

if the re~ponse changes are qualitatively (temporal pat

tern of firing) or quantitatively (number of spikes) dif

ferent for the two stimu)us aspects. If such differences 

exist they would constitute a possible basis on which the 

( nervous system discriminates stimulus changes along one 
) 

of these dimensions as different from changes along the 

other. If no such differences exist in a single neuron 

then other forms of stimulus coding must provide the in-

formation necessary for such a discrimination to be made. 

Perkel & Bullock (1968) have described a number 

of (candidate) neural codes which may be in use. There 

is one or more candidate codes based on each of the fol-

lowing questions: Which cell is active? How muth is : the 

cell firing? There are also multicell candidate codes 

which include all the combinations of these questions 

applied to more than one cell. We can choose among the 

possible codes by observing the effects of various man-

ipulations of the stimulus. If a stimulus change pro-

duces an effect as measured by a code th~:n tt·,a t code re-

mains as a candidate. If the stimulus change produces 
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no change as meas ured by a code, and if the stimulus change 

is shown to be capable of controlling behavior, then that 

code is elimina ted as a candidate for carrying information 

about tha t stimulus change in the particular neural units 

investigated. There are furth e r restrictions impos ed on 

the candidate codes by the variable respons e of individual 

neurons to repeated presentations of a stimulus. A code 

specifying a different neuron to repres ent each stimulus 

would be rejected on the basis of insufficiency if a neur

on responded infrequ ently to the stimulus it was supposed • 

to represent. Additional evidence enabling us to choos e 

among candidate codes comes from reports of lesion exper

iments and stimulus generalization experiments found in 

the literature. 

If orientation changes tlifect a neuron's response 

and illumination changes also affect the response, then 

there may be a 'trade-off' between these effects: various 

combinations of orientation and illumination might produce 

the same response. There is a well known trade-off be

tween illumination and stimulus area in optic nerve fibers 

of the frog (Hartline , 1940), corresponding to the percep

tual trade- off observed in humans (Ricco's Law, see Osgood, 

1954). But there is no perceptual trade-off between il

lumination and orientation. The different combinations of 

illumination and orientation which might yield the same 

neural response are clearly distinguishable perceptually.· 
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This implies that not only ar e stimuli not identified by 

which neuron is active, but neithe r are they identified by 

adding the informa tion of how strongly the neuron is fir

ing. 

For a nu mber of other sensory sys tems it has been 

sugges ted that individual neurons are not specific enough 

in their stimulus requirements to represent stimuli dis

tinctively (Milner. 1958; Melzack & Wall, 1962; Erickson, 

1968). Melzack and Wall point out that individual recep

tors in the skin respond to a broad spectrum ofcutaneous 

stimuli. They conclude that stimuli must be represented 

by the activity across several afferent fibers. Analogous 

observations and interpretations have been made for the 

gustatory system (Erickson, 1968). 

Presuming the intensity-frequency principle to 

be generally applicable both Milner and Erickson suggest 

that the firing rate of an individu al neuron is an ambig

uo~s indicator of stimulus values in many modalities. 

Here again it is suggested that stimuli are ~epresented 

by the activity across several neurons. 

The purpose of the present study is to test the 

ability of the place theory in describing the neural re

presentation of a simple visual stimulus. The results are 

expected to show that the same quantitative response is 

obtained for different stimuli - stimuli which are readily 

discrimina ted behaviorally. The findings will be used to 
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evaluate some of the candidate neural codes for representing 

stimuli. It is expected that the results will indicate that 

particular combinations of neurons are necessary to unequiv

ocally identify a particular stimulus. 

If simple stimuli such as edges are the basic ele

ments of p~ttern recognition then a clear understanding of 

how they are represented in the brain might aid in elucida

ting the neural mechanisms subserving pattern recognition. 



METHODS 

Biological Pr~aration 

Cats were initially anesthetized with ethyl chlo

ride and ether or with halothane and an endotracheal tube 

coated with five percent Xylocaine ointment was inserted. 

An opaque contact lens was placed on the right eye. The 

left eye was irrigated with one percent atropine sulphate 

in physiological saline to dilate the pupil and a trans

parent contact lene slipped over the cornea. An artifi

cial pupil of four millimeters diameter was placed in 

front of the contact lens. The contact lens prevented 

the cornea from drying and held the nictitating membrane 

away from the field of vieion. The right saphenous vein 

was catheterized to allow for intravenous admi~istration 

of drugs. 

Aften a midline scalp incision the skin and fas

cia were retracted. Two small holes, two millimeters in 

diameter, were drilled through the skull at least seven

teen millimeters posterior of bregma and just to the right 

of the midline. Thus the two holes were directly above 

the lateral and postlateral gyri. The holes were filled 

with bone wax. The scalp incision was irrigated with two 

percent Xylocaine and general anesthesia discontinued. 
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Cat s were then paralyzed with intravenous gallamine (Flax

edil) 40 mg/hr. and artificially respirated (Gross, Schil

ler, Wells and Gerstein, 1967). The expired air was man·

itored by a Harvard co2 analyzer and C02 content was main

tained at 2.8 - 3.2 percent. Temperature was maintained 
(; 

at 37 C. Four cats were anesthetized with nitrous oxide 

during the experiment. 

~ecording System 

Neuronal activity was monitored by a microelec-

trade in line with a Grass DP9-B preamplifier which was 

equipped with band p a~s filters~ Activity was recorded 

on one channel of a Tandberg stereo tape record er (mo

del 64). The stimulus events were simultaneou s ly record-

ed on the second channel. Visual and auditory displays 

were available to the experi menter on a Tektronix 502A 

oscilloscope and a gated louds peaker, respectively 

(Fig. 1). 

Neurons were isolated by using glass coated, gold 

plated tungsten microelectrodes with tip resistances 

ranging from 0.5 to 7.0 megohms and tip size of about 3 

microns, made by Hamilton Research Instruments Ltd. 

The microelectrodes were 25 mm. long and the upper 15 

mm. were uninsulated. 

The electrode tip was inserted into the bone 

wa x in on e of the hol e s in the skull. A hollow glass 



gated 
loudspeaker 

re==1 

15 

1 . tape 
r--------------------4preampl~fi:J oscilloscope recorder 

_A( 
brain 

D~ 
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~:.(CD 
~{![;;~v . -- -----· 

"<· (~ 

screen visual 
stimulator 

fig. 1. Diagram of recording setup. 
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cylinder (2 em. long X 1 em. diameter) was placed on the 

skull concentric to the electrode (Fig. 2). Melted paraf

fin was poured into the cylinder to a height of about 15 

mm. When the paraffin hardened tl1e remainder of the cyl

inder was filled with physiological saline. (The upper 

portion of the microelectrode was unin~ulated and thus 

exposed to the saline.) A lead wire dipped into the sa

line in the cylinder gave access to any electrical ac

tivity picked up by the microelectrode. The clamp which 

held the eat's head in place was used as the indifferent 

electrode. Th e paraffin block allowed the microelectrode 

to be driven along its axis by a hydraulic microdrive 

but held the microelectrode firmly in place when a neuron 

was located. The use of a closed skull recording system 

kept pulsations of the cortex due to heart beat and res

piration to a minimum (Burn s and Robson, 1960; Mountcastle, 

Davies & Berman, 1957). In additionr the paraffin served 

to damp en any high frequency vibrations. 

Optical Stimulation 

Collimated light from a 500 watt tungsten source 

was directed onto a 35 mm. slide of a light rectangle on 

a darker background. The light passed through a projection 

l ens and was reflected by a mirror and through a dove prism 

onto a back projection screen. The resulting image was a 



fig. 2. Wax system which supports microelectrode. 
P: push~rod from hydraulic drive 
M: microelectrode 
G: glass cylinder 
5: skull 
L: lead wire to amplifier 
0: saline 
W: wax 
8: bone wax 
C: cortex 
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light rectangle on a darker background. The long and short 

sides of the rectangle subtended visual angles of 60 and 

40 degrees re~pectively at the eat's retina. The effective 

stimulus was the light-dark border at one of the long sides 

of the rectangle since cortical receptive fields are known 

to be much smaller than this figure (Hubel and Wiesel, 19-

62; Jones, 1970). The mirror, mounted on the coil of a gal

vanometer, moved in response to signals from a square wave 

generator. Thus the image on the ~creen was oscillated at 

3 cycles per second and 0.5 degree s arc amplitude, imitating 

physiological nystagmus. The slide in the projector could 

be translated in two perpendicular plane~ by micromanipula

tors and the projected beam rotated by the dove prism. In 

this way the light-dark border could be projected in any 

desired po s ition and orientation. Intensity of the pro

jected beam was varied by means of Wratten neutral-density 

filters over a range of two and one-half log units. The 

filters changed the intensity of both the rectangle and the 

background simultaneous ly. 

In a second set of experiments in which the ef

fects of relative intens ity were of primary interest a 

pair of polarizing filters were used. An image of the 

edge of one filter was focu~ed on the scre en. Since the 

light pas sing through the two filters depends on the rel-

ative orientation of their polarizing planes rotation of 

the second filter, held parallel to the first, varied 
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the relative intensity acrosE the edge. In this way rel

ative intensity (contrast) wa s reduced in stepe from 91 to 

33 percent: 

contrast = brightness 1 - brightness 2 
brightness 1 

X 100 

Average luminance increa~ed slightly, from .23 to .57 

foot lamberts, as contrast decreased. 

The cat was placed about 40 em. from the screen. 

The light-dark border on the screen was focused onto the 

eat's retina by an ancillary lens, accomodation having been 

paralyzed. To check the focus, the image of the border on 

the retina was observed directly with a beam splitter held 

between the ancillary lens and the eat's eye. Minor ad-

justments were made as they were neces~ary. 

Procedure 

After the surgical preparation was completed and 

the optics adjusted, the microelec~rode was mounted in the 

wax holder. The microelectrode was then pushed through 

the dura and slowly advanced through the ~ortex while the 

light-dark border was oscillated at many different positions 

and orientations in the visual field. When a neuron was de-

tected the microelectrode was stopped in place and the or-

ientation and position located that gave the maximum re-

sponse on the audiomonitor. 

. . 
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The border was then oscillated repetitively at various or

ientations surrounding that estimated to be most effectiveo 

The number of different orientations depended on the ap- · 

parent selectivity of the response and the length of time 

the neuron was held. This procedure yielded data on the 

orientational selectivity of a neuron's response. 

At each orientation four to seven luminance levels 

were teeted in a decreasing series. Each combination of 

orientation and luminance wa~ tested far thirty seconds, 

during which ninety stimulus cycles occurred. 

The effect of decreasing the contrast across the 

border (the relative intensity of the light and dark areas) 

was examined in six neurons. 

As time would permit, samples were obtained of 

neuronal activity during steady, diffuse illumination at 

two luminance levels. Several neurons were also tested 

with flashing diffuse light to assess the response to this 

form of stimulation. 

Data was stored on magnetic tape for future analysis. 



RESULTS 

Record i ngs of extracellular discharges were ob 

tained from 56 individual neurons in 31 cats. An effective 

stimulus was found for each of thes e neurons. Three other 

neurons were isolated but no effective ~timulus was found 

despite a prolonged search of the visual field with sever

al stimulus patterns. Experiments were carried out only 

on neuron s which clear ly re s ponded to a stimulus. In ad

dition, a large number of ne urons were rejected because 

their discharg es could not be isolated from the discharges 

of neighboring neurons. Th e 56 selected neurons we re 

thoroughly examined with regard to the effects of changes 

in stimulus orientation and intensity. Several neurons 

(38) also provid ed information about the e ffects of differ

ent levels of diffuse illumination .• 

The neuron sample was located in the lateral and 

postlateral gyri within two millimeters of the midline and 

between 17 and 21 millimeters poeterior of bregma. Neurons 

in this portion of the cortex have receptive fi e lds in or 

near the area centralis of the retina (Hubel & Wiesel, 19-

62; Jones, 1970). Such a sample is preEumed to be involved 

in pattern recognition functions because of its sensiti~ity 

21 
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to the various aspects of visual fbrm (Hubal & Wiesel, 19-

65) and because destruction of this area abolishes pattern 

recognition (Kluver, 1942). 

Orientation 

In the preliminary search the receptive field of 

the neuron was located and the stimulus orientation which 

produced the strongest response was determined. The effects 

of orientation change~ in th~ frontal plane were determin

ed. Three major blood vessels on the retina provided an 

estimate of the orientation of the eye in the paralyzed 

state and were used as a reference. Selective orientation 

effects were exhibited by all responding neurons. Figure 

3 shows the effects of changes in stimulus orientation on 

the responses of six different units: (a) and (b) are 

very selective units, (c) through (f) are units display" 

ing rather broad orientation effects. Similar responses 

for other units are illustrated in the Appendix. Unit s 

displaying very broad orientation effects were tested on 

only one side of the response peak. The firing rate at 

the preferred stimulus orientation varied from cell to 

cell ranging from 58.6 to 3.7 spikes per second. At 

stimulus orientations progressively further away from tho 

preferred orientation the firing rate gradually decreas-

ed, approaching the spontaneous rate. The decline of 

firing rate with orientation changes varied considerably 
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between cells. The mo~t selective unit reache d its spon

taneous firing rate when the ~timulus was oriented only 

twenty de grees away from the preferred orienta tion, while 

other units continu ed to r espo nd at sixty degre es away. 
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For a few ce lls the firing rate at the least 

preferred orientations did not r ea ch the spontaneous rate. 

The firing r ates of a few oths r c e lls went below the spon

taneous rate at some orientation away from the preferred 

orient ati on. 

The distribution of preferred stimulus orien ta

tions for th e presen t sample of cells showE a preponder

ance nea r ~he vertical and horizont a l axes (Fig. 4). Non e

theless prefe rred stimulus ori enta tions are widely di stri

buted. 

In summary , all responding neurons were sensitive 

to stimulus orientation, the most sen~itive neuron s contin

ued to respond to a stimulus whose ori entation varied ove r 

a range of at l east twenty degree~ . More neurons had or

ientation preferences near the vertica l and hori zon tal 

axes th an ne ar the obliqu es . 

Spont~oeous Act ivity 

Spontaneou s .activity was measured at two levels 

of steady, diffuse illumination: 6.00 Ft.L. and 0.01 Ft.L. 

These are the two extremes of the illumination used in the 

subsequent experiments with moving light- dark bo rders . 



Fig .. 4 DISTRIBUTION OF PREFERRED ORIENTATIONS. 

(EACH DIAGONAL REPRESENTS ONE CELL) 
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Yet there was little difference in activity under the~e 

steady state conditions for most cells. figure 5 compares 

the two sp~ntan so us levels of activity. It appears that 

even large differences in diffuse illumination are not 

signalled by the firing rate of these neurons. 

!~tensity 

The stimulus intensity was varied over a range of 

two and a half log units and the effect on each neuron's 

activity wa~ studied. Average luminance of the oscillating 

light-dark stimulus was decrease d in steps from 3.26 to 

0.02 ft.L. by means of neutral-den~ ity filters. Th e con

trast at the border was 91 percent. Genera lly the firing 

r at~ increased as stimulus intensity increased. Th e effect 

vari ed from those cells which approximated a logarithmic 

relation ship between firing rate and intensity (fig. 6) 

to those which were relatively unaffected at higher in

tensities but decreased firing at low intensities (fig. 7) 

and a few which showed little change in activity with 

stimulus intensity (fig. 8). These are not categorical 

differences, but they indicate the range of effects ob

tai ned. The rusponse of individual cells was often highly 

va riable but gener al trends were u~ually apparent. None of 

the cells showed a consistent decrease in activity as · stim

ulus intensity increased. 
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figs. 6 - 8 The effect of change~ in average luminance 
on the re sponse rate of a singl e neuron to 
an oscillating light-dark bo rder. Intensi ty 
of lumin anc e : 100 = 3.26 ft.L. Each curve 
represents the effect of luminance on a neur
on at its p re fe rre d stimulus orientation. 
figure s 6 through 8 illustrata the range of 
effects obtained from th e various neu ro ns . 
figure 6 shows t wo nou:rons · in tahich firing 
rate increases approxim a tely as the logar ithm 
of int ensity. figure 7: two neurong rela
tively unaffected at higher intensities. 
figure 8: two neurons relatively unaffected 
by intensity chang es . 
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The large majority of the cells increas ed firing 

with int ensit y, but four of the 56 cells showed little or 

no systematic change in firing rate with intensity. For 

two of the four cells the firing rate during stimulation 

was higher than the spontaneous rate whereas the firing 

rate for the other two cells was about the same during 

stimulation and spontaneo us acti vity. The latter t wo cell~ 

responded to stimulation with a redi s tribution of spikes 

relative to the time of stimulus movement. Rather than 

increase their overall rate of firing th ey increase d fir

ing during certain periods following th8 stimulus movement 

and decreased it at other times . These effects ars illus

trated in the post-stimulus histograms of cell discharg es 

(Fig. 9). 

Contr tls t 

In addition to the primary experiment, a small 

number of cells (six) were examined with a light~ dark bor

der acro ss which contrast was decreased from 91 to 33 per

cent while average luminance increased from .23 Ft.L. to 

.57 Ft.L. Luminance changes in this range w~e earlier 

shown to have strang effects. Since the previous experi

ments revealed a positive relationship between firing rate 

and average lumin ance , pitting tha stimulus parameters 

against on e another might reveal their relative effects 

i.e. low contrast levels corre~pond with high luminance. 
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fig. 9 Postastimulus histograms comparing the activity 
'of two cells with -and without stimulation. 
Both cells show redistribution of dischnrges 
relative to the time of stimulus movement which 
i s common to all of the cells studied. The 
cell in ( a ) also sho~s the typical increase 
in average fi ring rate during stimulation as 
compared to spontaneous activity. Tho other 
cell (b) fires at about the same averag e rate 
whether stimulated or unstimulated. Only one 
other cell did this. Interestingly, (h) shows 
a primar y "off" re~ponse at about 40-80 mil
lis econds (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). 

The stimulus is a light-dark border ( at 
the preferred orientation and maxim um inten
sity) oscillating 3 times per second for 30 
seconds. A stimulus marker without a stimulus 
i s used to di sp lay spontaneous activity. rh e 
bottom line in the figure indicates th~ time 
of stimulus movement. · 
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levels. Under these conditions neuron~ tended to docrea~o 

firing with decreased contra~t suggesting a positive rela

tionship between firing rate and contrast (Fig. 10). How

ever, the contra&t effect was not very strong, suggesting 

that the luminance change was having a reverse effect. 

Thus increases in luminance and contrast both t~d to in-

crease firing rate. 

Figu re 11 shows the response of a unit to simple 

- luminance changee and also the response when luminance and 

contrast are opposedo The unit is relatively unaffected 

by luminance ch anges except for a sudden decrease in re

sponse at the lowest inten~ity (Fig. llA). However, when 

contrast and luminance are opposed the unit increases in 

firing rate with increasing contrast indicating that con

trast is having a stronger effect than luminance over 

these ranges (Fig. 118). 

Oriontation ~ Intensity Relationshi£ 

The effects of stimulus intensity on a neuron's 

activity are gradually attenuated at less preferred stim~ 

ulus orientations. For a single cell, a fa mi ly of curves 

illustrates the intensity effects at different stimulus 

orientations (Fig. 12 and Appendix). Each point on the 

curves represents the cell's firing rat e over a thirty 

second period during ~timulation with an oscillating edge 

at the specified orientation and intensity. The curves 
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are not strictly monotonic but tr ends are apparent. It 

should be noted that the vario us cells achieve different 

maximum firing rates. Al so, obser ve that different com

binati ons of o r ientation and luminan~e produce the same 

firing rate. At the lea~t effective orientation th e of

feet~ of luminance are reduced or eliminated. 
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Figures 12A and 128 show two cells which are 

strongly affected by both orientation and luminance chan

ges. The very low firing rate of the cell in figure 12A 

at the lower intensi ties suggests that this cell hae a 

relatively high thr es hold for the stimuli employedc Fig

ure 12C depicts a cell which is only Elightly affected by 

intensity at the higher levels, but the firing rate drops 

off very rapidly at lower intensities. In a similar way 

the cell fires at a relatively high rate over a number of 

orientation changes (135 to 165 degree~) and then drops 

off suddenly (175 degrees). Figure 12D shows a cell which 

was little affected by intensity except at the lowest le

vels. However, the orientation effect was very strong, 

resulting in clearly separated curves which share the 

same firing rate at only one point. Only two cells were 

found which had this type of response. The significance 

of such response styles will be discus sed later. 

Families of curves for other units are illustrated 

in the Appendix. 
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lat~y of Resp~ 

Reducing the average luminance of the stimulus had 

a mnrked effect on the latency rif the res ponse. A post stim

ulus time histogr am shows when a cell fired relative to the 

time of movement of a repetitively oEcillating stimulus. 

The mode in the histogram indicates at what tim e follo wi ng 

the stimulus movement the cell fir ed most. The latency of 

the mode of the pos t stimulus time histogram increased with 

decreasing luminance (Fig. 13). This effect was remarkably 

consistent ., 

The latency of respons m of a single cell is not 

available as such to the nervous system because there is 

no stimulus marker in the brain. However the relative la

tency in different pathways is an important variable since 

it dire ctly affects the temporal summation in convergent 

neurons. 

Variability of Respo nse to Id en tical Stimuli 

The response of a unit to a partic~lar stimulus 

varies considerably from one presentation to the next. 

This can be seen clearly in the responses to a repetitive

ly oscill a ting light-dark border. Each cycle of movement 

constitut es a s epa rate stimulus presentation. A cycle con

sists of a rapid 0.5 degree movement of the edge perpen

dicular to its axis, a stationary period of 167 msec., a 

rapid movement in the oppo s ite direction returning the 
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edge to it s original position, and another stationary 

period of 167 msec . The unit may fail to res pond on a 

large proportion of the stimulu~ presentations, yet inter

spersed with these are response~ of varying numbers of 

spikes~ Figure 14 shows a typical re s ponse patte r n ob= 

tained- during several stimulus cycles. Such a di sp l ay 

gives an immediate impression of the strength of the r e

sponse and yet main t ains much of the detail of the orig

inal data. Although the occurr ence of a response is in

tuitive ly obvious when compared with spontaneous activity, 

it is also clear that a rigorous definition of response 

to a single pres entation would require a statistical 

statement of some sophistication in order to separate it 

from spontaneous activity, which often shows a tendency 

toward clustering (Smith & Smith, 1964). The distincti on 

between spontaneous activity and respo nse is further blur

red because th e brain does not know 1 a priori' when the 

stimulus event occurred (Burns & Pritchard, 1964). It 

must ba rem em bered that any definition of response put 

forward is generally meant to imply a neural mechanism 

capable of pe rforming the necessary statistical operations. 

In this section we are particularly interested 

in the pat ter n of the response , the temporal distribution 

of impulses from a single cell. The preced ing results 

have dealt with the effects of various stimulus changes on 

a cell's firing r ate . Firing rate is only one of a num -
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. . 

Response to repeated movements of an edge. 
Each divi sion on the abscissa represents 
3 msec. Spots on the ordinate represent 
successive movements of the stimulus. The 
two directions of movement are separated 
on the ordinate. A·spot on the display 
represents a spike discharge from the cell. 
The cell fire s to movements in both direc
tions but responds more frequently to down
ward movement. The responses to upward 
movements have a longer average latency. 
Note the variability in ~~ccessive re
sponses. 
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ber of candidate codes which may be used in the nervous 

system. Several differ en t codes have been suggested which 

are based on details of the temporal pattern of re5pons e , 

such as alternating long and short intersp ike intervals 

(Psrkel & Bulloch, 1968) and successive interspike inte r

vals of the same durati on (Burns & Pritchard, 1964). The 

following presentation is not meant to supercede these at

tempts, but rather to step back to look at the raw data. 

figure 14 is little mor e than a spike train displayed in 

order to show when the stimulus events occurred. The point 

to ba taken from these data is that the response is not an 

all-or-none event . The re spons~ is highly variable. It 

ie for this reason that cortical cells are said to behave 

statistically (Burns, Heron & Pritchard, 1962) and to be 

unreliable (McCulloch, 1964). 

The earlier statements about the effects of orien~ 

tation and intensity must be taken as stat istical state-

ments. On the average a cell may fire more to high inten

sity stimuli than low intensity stimuli, but this does not 

show up in each and every stimulus presentation (Fig. 15). 

This is true for every cell in the present study. 
-

The incr~ase of average firing rate with increas-

ing luminance is effected in two ways. Individual cells 

respond to a larger proportion of the pre sentations and 

produce more spikes when they res pond. Put in another 

way - for some period of time following a stimulus move-
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ment the probability of a spike occurring increases with 

stimulus intensity. The point of the earlier statement is 

that one of the primary effects of a stimulus change Euch 

as intensity is to change the proportion of stimulus pre

sentations which elicit a response. However, even when a 

stimulus elicits a strong response on the average, there 

are in~ividual stimulus presentations to which no response 

occurs. This situation is seen in Figure 15. Even at the 

highe~t inten~ity (which elicited a very strong average 

response) three of 28 stimulus events were followed by no 

spike s at all. Thera are changes in the temporal distri

bution of spikes which ~how up to a varying extent in dif

ferent cells. Stimulation tends to cluster firing at a 

particular time following stimulus movements. This tend 

ency is usually enhanced by increases in luminance ( Fig. 

15). The latency also becomes more consistent. 

Two important points are demonstrated in Figure 

15: (1) during stimulation at low intensity and even dur

ing spontaneous activity, bursts of spikes occasionally 

occur even though the average firing rate in these con

ditions is quite low; (2) with a repeated stimulus the 

proportion of stimulus presentations which elicit a re

sponse is itself a variable with respect to'int~n~ity. 

Response patterns for other units are illu~tra

ted in the Appendix. 
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Nine different criteria for a re~ponse are de= 

fined in Table I. The successes and failures of the var

ious criteria when applied to the 56 cells in the present 

study are summarised in Table I. 



TABLE I 

Comparison of Different Criteria 
for a Response 

Criterion fo~ a 
Response 

The number of cells 
responding to the 
stimulus according 
to this criterion 

1. The number of spikes 
within 30 sec. is greater 
than 0 

2. The number of spikes 
during stimulation is 
greater than the number 
of spikes during spontan
eous activity (30 sec.) 

3. The firing during sel
ected periods following a 
stimulus is higher or 
lower than expected dur- · 
ing comparable periods of 
spontaneous activity as 
indicated in a poststimu
lus histogram (30 sec.) 

4. Two or more successive 
interspike intervals of 
equal duration occur dur
ing the test period (8 sec.) 

56 

52 

56 

53 

The number of cells 
not responding to the 
stimulus according 
to this criterion 

0 

4 

0 

3 

The number of 
cells responding 
according to this 
criterion during 
spontaneous activit 

55 

27 

U1 
Cl 



5. Two or more ~uccessive 
interspike intervals occur 
more often during stimula
tion than during a compar
able period of spontaneous 
activity (8 sec.) 

6. More spikes follow the 
first stimulus presentation 
than expected during a com
parable period of spontan
eous acti~ity 

7. Two or more successive 
interspike intervals of 
equal duration follow the 
first preEentatian of the 
stimulus 

B. Two or more successive 
interspike intervals of · 
equal duration follow each 
presentation of a stimulus 
(8 sec.) 

9. One or more spikes follow 
each presentation of a stim
ulus (8 sec.) 

TABLE I 

Continued 

53 

51 

43 

0 

17 

3 

5 

13 

56 

39 

2 

0 

4 

U1 
!-' 



DISCUSSION 

Interpolation of the response curves for or~ 

!entation and inteneity indicates that for a given cell 

many different stimuli would produce the same response. 

This finding is incompatible with the notion of a trigger 

function in which a cell gives an all-or-none response to 

a particular stimulus ( Wickelgren, 1969). The re~ponse 

of a cell does not unequivocally define the ~timulus, 

rather it defines a set of stimuli which might be present. 

Large num~ers of cells responding to these same stimuli 

in. the same wa y would not help to identify ~hich stimulus 

from the set i~ present, but would only identify the set 

more reliably. 

It can be seen that in order to represent the 

stim0lus distinctively and reliably using cells having 

the response characteristics described here it i s neces

sary to compare the activity .of cells which have conver

ging sets. In fact cells which prefer different orien

tations have such sets. The results suggest that a stimu

lus is represented unequivocally by the pattern of activity 

across cells which prefer the stimulus and cells which pre

fer other stimuli. Thu s several cells are involved in re-

52 
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presenting different stimuli on the basis of the relative 

amount of activity in each cell. Several factors lead to 

this conclusion. 

Th e present data pro~ide . a number of requirements 

which must be met by any neural code put forward to repre

sen~ these simple visual stimuli. The effects of orienta

tion and intensity on firing rate indicate that firing rate 

of an individual cell is insufficient to identify the stim

ulus except in an unsp~cific way. The variable response 

to repetitive stimulation could be handled by a code in

volving tha fine temporal patterning of impulses in a 

singl e cell only by throwing ou~ huge amounts of informa

tion. for instance, codes based on long followed by short 

int erspika intervals and cades based on repeated inter s pike 

interval s of the same duration require at le ast three spike~ 

in res ponse to a single stimulus presentation to make up the 

tempo ral pattern. ·Th e information provided by responses of 

on e or two spikes would be lo st. More complicated codes 

would tend to thro VJ out even more of the responses. 

A code dependent on the firing rate of many cells 

would overcome both problems. The variable response of in

dividual cells to repetitive stimulation would be smoothed 

to a consistent response over many cells. The effects of 

orientation and intensity an firing rate would be handled 

by comparing the activity of those cells which prefer the 

stimulus with the activity of those cells which prefer other 
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stimuli but respond to ths stimulus and the activity of 

those cells that do not respond to the stimulus. Such a 

multicell code easily overcomes the difficulty of separa

ting spontaneous from stimulated activity. This can be 

quite difficult for individual cortical cells which often 

have high spontaneous rates composed of bursts of several 

impulses (Smith & Smith, 1964). 

In such a multicell code there is no critical 

neuron and the stimulus identification is overdetermined. 

Consider that population of cells in the cortex which re

spond differentially to orientation of an edge at a partic

ular location in the vieual field. An edge presented at 

that location having an orientation of thirty five degrees 

at an intermediate stimulus intensity will cause cells hav

ing stimulus preferences near thirty five degrees to fire 

the most; firing rate decreasing as the stimulus preference 

varies from thirty five degrees. Cells having preferences 

more than say, fifty degrees away from the stimulus may 

not respond at all. If the stimulus intensity is increas

ed the same cells will be firing the most, but at a higher 

rate, and in addition, more cells will be firing, perhaps 

up to stimulus preferences sixty degrees away from the stim

ulus. If, instead of intensity, orientation is changed 

then different cells will be firing most, but the number 

of cells . responding will be generally unchanged. 



Note that information is provid ed by both re

sponding and non - re s ponding cells, although tho s e re

sponding carry more information. To kno w the stimulus 

orienta tion we need only know which cell s are firing 

most i.e. relative firing rate. To know sti mulus inten -
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sity we need to know absolute firing rates of these cells. 

However, at every level in the visual system below the 

cortex ·there are cells carrying intensity information 

so this information is widely available (Barlow & Levick, 

1969; Arden & Liu, 1960). 

A multicell code based on the temporal pattern 

of impulses pr es umably could handle the ori entation and 

intensity effects by having a particular spatia-temporal 

pattern for each stimulus, but fine temporal patterns of 

individual neurons would tend to be blurred during su mma

tion. Figures 14 and 15 show theta given ce ll has a var

iable l a t ency of r es ponse to a stimulus. A multicell code 

based · an temporal pattern would have to incorporate such 

variability. In addition, for a single cell the pattern 

of respons e va ries from one presentation of a stimulus to • 

the next. It is not at all clear how a multicell temporal 

code would handle such variability without dumping large 

amounts of information. 

Furthermore, changes in firing rate are more ef

fective at the post- synaptic membrane than changes in t em

poral pattern. However, due to the nature of summation ~f 
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post-synaptic potentials temporal pattern of input can af-

fect the membrane independently of changes in firing rate. 

There are examples of cells which are sensitive to temporal 

pattern. Perkel & Bullock (1968) describe a pacemaker neur

on in the cardiac ganglion of the lobster which responds 

differently to alternating long and short interspike inter

vals than to equal intervals, given the same mean rate. It 

is not clear that this sensitivity is functional. 

As Perkel and Bullock (1968) point out, showing 

that information is available in the nervous system in a 

particular code does not necessarily indicate that this 

code is used by the nervous system. We are not yet in a 

position to demonstrate that a particular code is actually 

used in pattern recognition but there is behavioral evi~ 

dence which indicates the type of codes which are most 

likely utilized. The phenomenon of stimulus generaliza

tion suggests that stimuli are not represented by unique 

stimulus detectors. 

A pattern recognition system based on individual 

units which are stimulus detectors would predict no stimu

lus gen eralization. If a response was conditioned to occur 

in the presence of a particular stimulus we wou ld expect it 

to occur only when that stimulus was present. Ho wever, the 

behavioral response occurs whenever similar stimuli are 

present, the strength of response depending on the similar

ity between conditioned and test stimuli. Su ch an effect 
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can be readily explained if a multicell code based on fir~ 

ing rate is used to represent the stimulus. The cells which 

prefer the stimulus used in conditioning fired most during 

training and thus developed the strongest attachment to the 

reinforced r e~ ponse. Neuron s which do not prefer the condi-

tioning stimulus but respond weakly to it develope an at

tachment to the reinforced response but at a weaker level. 

Thus generalization decrement occurs. Although such a schema 
c 

is highly spacul~tiva it is clear that the code which is in-

dicated by the physiological evidence is compatible with the 

behavioral evidence. 

Further limits are imposed on sugges ted neural re-

presentations by result~ from lesion experiments. Subto

tal lesions of the striate cortex (area 17) leave animals 

relatively unimpaired in pattern discrimination, whereas 

total ablation eliminates pattern discrimination (Kluver, 

1942; Wetzel, l969)e This cortical area is crucial for 

the function, but there is no critical neuron. 

A number of general arguments can be brought a~ 

gainst the approach suggested here and I would like to con~ 

sider the two most salient. The first suggests that we sim

ply haven't found the neurons which do have the very speci-

fie stimulus requirements expected of "detector" neurons. 

Considering the relatively small number of cells described 

in the present study in compatison with the total number of 



cells in aroa 17 of the visual cortex, this ie a valid 

criticisme However there is an established rationale 

supporting this approach as well as corroborating evi

dency from other studies. Cert ain visual patterns can 

be bs havioretlly discriminated and ablation of the vi su

al cortex eliminates the ability to discriminate these 

patterns (Kl uver, 1942). Thu s tissue in this area is 

critical for pattern discrimination. Lesions outside 

or the visual system are relatively ineffective with re

gard to visual pattern recognition. Cel l s in the vi sua1 

cortex rer:pond differentially to visual patterns, being 

particularly sensitive to the orientation of straight 

lines and edges (Hubel & Wiesel, 1965). Perhaps the ac-

tivity of cells in this area is the basi s for the vi sua l 

discriminati ons. The most compelling aspect of this ra

tionale is the sensitivity of these co rtical neurons to 

the pa rameters of vi sual stimuli. 
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Nonetheless, the possible existence of "detec

tor" neurons cannot be disproved. The argument here is 

that neurons of the type described in the present study 

will not per form the detector function as described by a 

place theory. furthermore, the cell in the present study 

showing the highest orientation sensitivity (Fig. l a ) 

compares closely with the most sensitive neurons found 

by Hubal & W~ esel (1962) and Campbell, Clelland, Cooper 

& Enroth-Cugoll (1969). 
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A s e cond a r gum en t ag a in s t the present approach 

is th a t the stimuli used are trivial as compared to vis

ual patt ern ~ which are meaningful to the cat i.e. mice, 

dogs, other cats. This would seem to be true except that 

overwhel min g evidence is accumulating which suggests that 

pattern recognition is based on feature analysis - a br eak

down of pa t t erns into simple compon ent s (Weisstein, 1969), 

further evidence comes from neurophysiological studies . 

The Hubel and Wie s el (1959, 1962, 1965) finding s would not 

be conside re d import ant if it wer e not for the fact that 

neurons respond very strongly to the simple stimuli th e y 

employed, Unfortunately there has been very little con 

sideration' c1f re s pons e strength except within a limited 

experimenta: situation. Thu& the exper im ente r des cr ibes 

which of the stimuli he used produced the largest response. 

There is no notion of how la r ge a respons e he might have 

gotten if he had used all the possible stimuli. Such a 

measure wou .d seem attainable, at least as an estimate, 

since we know some of the limits imposed on the firing 

rate of a neuron i.e. refractory periods. The measure 

would be pa~ticularly appropriate for those using firing 

rate as a r e spons e meas ure. It would overcome the severe 

limitations that tim e and imagination set on the stimuli 

used in an experiment and it would permit a comparison of 

response st ~ ength across different experiments. In argu-
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ing the case fdr a detector cell it would have to be shown 

that the stimulus is very effective relative to what might 

be expected of the cell, not relative to the rest of a small 

sample of stimuli. At present, there is no independent cri

terion of a ''good response" save that intuiti0ely accepted 

by those in the area. Nonetheles s it is clear that the sim

ple stimuli presently employed are very effective in produ

cing a response. future studies of the response capability 

of neurons will presumably corroborate the effectiveness of 

simple stimulus elements. 

A further point should be made concerning the dura

tion over which a code would have its effect. We are search

ing for meaning in a sequence of interspike intervals some

what as though trying to decipher ~orse code or trying to 

understand speech in a foreign language. The question is 

where does one word end and the next word begin? Aside 

from knowing the meaning of the word we must know how to 

separate one word from the next. 

In ~orse code the end of a word is indicated by 

three short bl~nk periods. In speech the rules are very 

complicated and often indeterminate. for the post-synap

tic membrane the rule seems to be based on the duration 

of excitatory and inhibitory potentials. Transmission of 

an impulse at the synapse produces an excitatory or inhi

bitory potential at the post-synaptic membrane which lasts 

SO - 100 milliseconds for neurons in the cortex (Eccles, 
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1964). Hownver, the potentials have a short rise time 

and then decay exponentially with time. As a result maxi

mum summation would occur over a time of about ten or twen

ty milliseconds. Perhaps this is the time over which changes 

in firing rate (or any other measure) would exert a major 

effect. Th :l s vJould seem to be the duration of a 11 tuord 11 in 

the neural l anguage. 

Given short duration for summation the relative la

tency in different fibers would be very important in syn

chronizing impulses across many fibers. Spike clusters 

that are separated by long inter-cluster intervals might 

relate to different aspects of the stimulus as suggested 

by Jung (1961). 

The effects of varying orientations and intensity 

simultaneously show that different stimuli will produce 

the same response in a neuron. If the same response can 

be produced by stimuli that are obviously discriminable, 

then that neuron is not sufficient to discriminate between 

those stimuli. This situation obtains for several values 

of orientation and intensity. Furthermore this is a gen

eral situation due to the relationship between stimulus in

tensity and firing rate. On the basis of known relations 

between color, position, orientation and firing rate it 

can be argued that the same situation holds for many as

pects of a visual stimulus. The behavior of neurons in 

other sensory systems indicates that the same situation 
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holds for some of the other modal ities - so ma to-sensory 

and gustator y (Miln er , 1958; Melzack & Wall, 1962; Mount

castle, 1967; Erickson, 1968; Uttal, 1969). For ex~mple, 

a fiber in t he chorda tympani might respond most strongly 

to an NaCl ~ elution applied to the tongue, but it will also 

respond to ~H4Cl and KCl. Moreover, the response to each 

of these solutions increases with concentration i.e. in 

tensity (Erickson, 1968). Thus different stimuli would 

produce the same response. 

There are two general properties which neurons in 

these sensory systems share and which leads to the sugges

tion that coding is similar in these systems (Milner, 19-

58; Erickson, 1968). First, cell firing is related to 

stimulus dimension by an inverted U function, or bell 

shaped curve. This is the stimulus preference exhibited 

by an indi \fidual cell. Second, response strength increa~es 

with stimulus intensity. The two properties lead inevitab

ly to the situation that a given response might have been 

produced b)t any of several different stimuli. The only 

unequivoca l representation of a stimulus in these modalit

ies is the relative activity across several neurons. The 

argument dea ls specifically with firing rate, the most 

widely accepted neural code, although it may also apply 

to other codes. 

Th are is an intuitive feeling for a single cell 

acting as a detector - perhaps it derives from Mueller'~ 
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classical theory of speci fie nE1rv ::1 energies in tiihich th£:1 

nature of · the stimulus is indica ted to the brain by rnsans 

of which afferent fiber is active. There is no such fe e l

ing for the activity across severa l cells. A code based on 

the relativ8 activity across a population of cells implies 

that th ~l brc:tin is more complex than expected and the impli

cations for research strategy are considerable. The direc

tion fa res~a rch was clearly defined - find a cell and then 

find its prBferred stimulus. Eventually such a procedure 

would turn up a cell for a white mouse (Burns & Smith, 19-

62), a cell for a piano (Attn eave , 1961), and a cell for 

an automobile (Thompson, 1969). In fact, higher order de 

tector neurons have been suggested as a replacement for the 

unscientific homunculus (Attn eave, 1961). 

Our concepts (derived largely from a familiarity 

with electrical wiring) seem inadequate for considering 

distributed information leading to either/or deci s ions, 

such as the recognition of a familiar face, without fun

neling to a single detector cell. Must all information 

lead to an on-and-off light switch? As Perkel and Bullock 

(1968) point out, a population of cells can readily per

form such a decision making function whether by leading 

to a motor or glandular output, by resulting in a partic

ular spatia-temporal distribution of activity in the pop

ulation, or by some other means. furthermore, since many 

synaptic inputs are usually required to produce an action 
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potential the efficacy of funneling sevBral input~ into a 

single detector cell is not altogether clear in view of 

the fact that the detection or decision must be transmit

ted to other neuron~ involved in the behavioral response 

to the detection. 

As mentioned earlier two cells were found which 

were relatively uninflu~nced by intensity changes, yet 

they showed strong orientation effects. Cells of this 

type might ce involved in form constancy i.e. the ten

dency to see forms as relatively unchanged under widely 

altered conditions of illumination. Other attributes 

one might expect of neurons involved in form constancy 

are insensitivity to stimulus location and size (Hubel 

& Wieeel, 1965). 

However, sufficient emphasis must be made of 

the variability of response to identical stimuli. Even 

though the average firing rate of a cell may increase 

with an orientation or intensity change this increase 

does not show up in the firing of the cell following 

each and every stimulus presentation. Maffei (1968) 

suggests that the important information contained in a 

temporel average (average firing rate of a single cell 

to a repeated stimulus) is normally obtained by the 

brain in a spatial average (the average of several 

neighboring cells responding to a single stimulus pre

sentation) since the brain is not usually presented 



with repeti ~ ive stimuli and certainly doe~n't require 

them. 
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The cells in the present study whose firing rates 

were relati vely unaffected by intensity changes nonetheless 

showed a high variability in response to identical stimuli. 

A respon s e ~ o a single stimulus preEentation is not neces

sarily reprGs entative of a cell's average response to that 

stimulus. As Arden and Soderberg (1961) found in lateral 

geniculate cells ''••• the variations in response to identi

cal ~timuli are often greater than can be produced by alter

ation of th a stimulus param e ters." We are thus led to the 

conclusion t hat stimuli are not represented distinctively 

by the firing of individual cells, but by the relative ac~ 

tivity acros s many cells. 



SUIYlf'llAR Y 

1. Activity of single neurons in the eat's visual cor-

tex was observed during patterned stimulation of the 

retina. Orientation and illumination of a simple light 

dark stimulus were varied. 

2. All neurons examined showed orientation selectivity. 

3. Increase~; in stimulus intensity tended to increa::? e 

firing rate. 

4. Individu a l neurons vari ed considerably within th ese 

general t rends. Moreover, for e ach of the neurons re

sponses var ied a great deal even to repeated presenta

tione of a stimulus. 

5. Interpolation of the results indicates that a given re

sponse of a neuron could result from several different 

stimuli. 

6. A 1 place' theory of patte rn recognition does not ade~ 

quately describe the behavior of these neurons. 

7. It is suggested that the stimulus is uniquely identified 

by the relative activity across several neurons. 
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INTENSITY (RELATIVE UNITS) 

cell (i) 

INTENSITY (RELATIVE UNITS) 

cell (ii) 

-:: 



INTENSITY (RELATIVE UNITS) 

cell (iii) 

The firing rate of this cell was relatively unaffected by 
intensity changes. Note the high spontaneous rate and 
the effect of stimulation on the pattern of response. 
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INTENSITY (RELATIVE UNITS) 

Pattern of respon!e to an oscillating 
light-dark border at various orientations 
end intensities. A single unit. 
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INTENSITY (RELATIVE UNITS) 

Pattern of response to an oscillating 
light-dark border at various orientations 
and intensities. A single unit showing 
radical changes in firing pattern i.e. 
from 48° to 58~ from 78° to 88°, along the 

0 (J 0 
intensity dimension at 48, 68 and 88. 
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Pattern of response of a single cell to an oscil
lating light-dark border at various orientations 
and intensities. 
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